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                  Fit2Bsmart                   
     Fun Movement Activities to Enhance Cognition in Children 
 

 
Susan Flynn, M.A.        College of Charleston, Charleston, SC                 flynns@cofc.ed 
 
Movement is an indispensible part of learning and thinking as well as an integral part of mental processing (Prosser & 
Jiang, 2008).  Many of the physical and social benefits of physical activity are associated with success in school (Smith 
& Lounsbery, 2009).  Movement is a critical component of learning and as such, should be a critical component of 
the primary classroom.  Trudeau and Shephard (2008) documented that physical activity has positive influences on 
concentration, memory and classroom behavior. The results of an extensive meta-analysis by Sibley and Etnier 
(2003) revealed that physical activity has a positive effect on cognition in children.  Physical activity has also been 
associated with short-term gains in concentration (Taras, 2005).  According to Tomporowski, Davis, Miller and 
Naglieri (2008) exercise facilitates children’s executive function (i.e., processes required to select, organize, and 
properly initiate goal-directed actions).  These researchers state that exercise may prove to be a simple yet 
important method of enhancing those aspects of children’s mental functioning central to cognitive development.   

Why Move to Learn?  
• Become aware of the importance of keeping children active and moving by understanding the positive impact 

planned movement activities in the early childhood classroom can have on cognition, concentration, behavior, 
and executive function 

• Learn strategies for how to easily add movement in the early childhood classroom while teaching lessons and 
reviewing concepts 

• Learn specific movement activities aimed at the particular outcomes related to cognition, concentration, 
behavior, and executive function by actively participating in sample activities. 

Hey Baby                 
Theme:  Perceptual motor skills and Rhythm     
Crossing mid-line, spatial orientation, directionality and bilateral movements.  
Equipment:  Hey Baby Song on Crazy Frogs 2 CD 
Two scarves per student (no required) 
Purpose:  Energizer and process why movement is necessary for the whole child to succeed. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions: 
Teacher directed movements: 
Counts 1-8         

1-4  Shake hands up – up to right/left, 2 ct. each side 
5-8       Shake hands down by hip right/then left, 2 ct. each side 

Counts  9-16  
1-2  Clap twice 
3-4       Jump forward – say oooh 
5-6  Jump backward – say aaah 
7-8       Clap twice 

Counts 17-24 
1-4  Right grapevine 
5-8  Left grapevine or elbow criss cross knee lifts 

Counts  25-32 
1-4      2 criss cross jumping jacks 
5-8      March 4 cts  
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Dueling Banjo               
Theme: Perceptual Motor, crossing midline         
Equipment: none or noodle pieces (cut in 3rds)         
Purpose:    Brain Booster 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:  Teacher and/or student leaders perform non-locomotor movements to a phrase of music and 
then for the next phrase of music the students’ copy and perform the movement. For the copy 
movements leader calls out “MY TURN & YOUR TURN.” This continues through out the song. During 
the chorus the students elbow swing with different partners. 
 
Body Spelling            
Theme: Spelling, Phonemic Awareness, Rhyming words         
Equipment: spelling words, rhyming words, or high frequency words, personal space, whiteboard, and 
markers 
Standard: K-3.4:          Recognize high frequency words 
Standard 1-3 The student will learn to read by applying appropriate skills and strategies. 
Indicators  
1-3.9 Create rhyming words in response to an oral prompt. 
1-3.10  Create words by orally adding, deleting, or changing sounds. 
1-3.11   Use blending to generate words orally. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions: Children will be able to move their bodies to represent the shapes of the letters in their 
spelling words as they say the letters. For tall letters (b,d,f,h,k,l,t) the students will stretch up over their 
heads. For medium letters (a,c,e,I,m,n,o,r,s,u,v,w,x,z) the students will put their hands on their hips. For 
low letters (g,j,p,q,y) the students will squat to the ground.  
Spelling Words 
hop  run     leap  slide 
gallop  jump  skip  walk 
 
Students will stand next to or in front of their desks and listen for the teacher to call out a spelling word. 
They will spell that word using their body based on the shape of the letter. Once they have spelled the 
word, the teacher will display it on the board to check for understanding.  
 ◆ Example: Spell the word “dog.” d (hands over head), o (hands on hips), g (hands on ground) 
 ◆ This lesson will serve multiple learning styles: kinesthetic by body movement, auditory by hearing 
and spelling the word aloud, and visual by showing the word on the board.  
 ◆ This lesson emphasizes the shapes of letters, also called “graphophonics.” As a supplement to this 
lesson, the teacher can cut around her Word Wall words to show the varying heights of the letters used 
to make up words.  
 ◆ The day before a spelling test, the teacher can use this activity to review spelling words OR use 
this activity to introduce new words at the beginning of a week.  
 ◆ When using verb spelling words like the ones listed above, let the students do the activity as well. 
For example, if one of the spelling words is “laugh” then the students should laugh while spelling the word.  
 

Paper Plate Twist           
Skills:      Temporal awareness and rhythm; Perceptual motor skills: balance, spatial orientation, body 
awareness, directionality and bilateral movements.  
Equipment:  Two paper plates per student 
Music:   Peppermint Twist by Chubby Checker  
Standard: K-4 The student will demonstrate through the mathematical processes an emerging sense of 
two-and three-dimensional shapes and relative positions in space    Indicator K-4.4 Use the directional 
words left and right to describe movement. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Directions:   Holding paper plates with both hands, have students’ copy teacher or peer directed  
8 count movements: 

• move plates forward & back; right & back; left & back; up & back; down & back. 
• Rest one plate on the left hand, parallel to the floor & slap it with right hand. 
• Slap, alternating hands while turning plate over. 
• Place plates between the hands, perpendicular to the floor & clap above the head. 
• Cross arms/plates in front of body. 
• Tap a variety of body parts. 

The movements are endless.    When the song says peppermint twist, stand on the plates and twist. 
 

Noodle Bits            
Theme: Sequencing, Motor Planning,  Algebra ~ PreK-3         
Equipment: Noodle pieces, flash cards with pictures of colored shapes (same as noodle pieces) in a variety of 
sequences.       
 
Standard PreK-3:  The student will demonstrate through the mathematical processes a 
beginning sense of repeating patterns and classification by attributes. 
The indictors for this standard are grouped by the following major concept: 

• Patterns, Relationships, and Functions 
The indicators which support that major concept and an explanation of the essential learning follows. 
 
Patterns, Relationships, and Functions 
Indicators 
Pre-K-3.1  Identify simple repeating patterns.  
Pre-K-3.2  Illustrate simple repeating patterns.  
Directions:  Students are with a partner and take turns going to the bucket to retrieve a noodle bit to match the 
pattern cards.  Each card will have colored shapes in a pattern and students try to match the pattern using the 
noodle pieces.  They also try to repeat the pattern. 
 

Musical Hula Hoops                
Skills:  Locomotor skills; spatial relationships and sharing   
Equipment:  One hoop per child and music 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:  The children move in a variety of teacher directed locomotor movements while the music is 
playing around the open area without touching the hoops.  When the music stops the children jump into 
any hula-hoop.   
Variations: 

1. Add a nonlocomotor movement for children to do inside the hoop before they move to the 
music to another hoop. 

2. As the music plays, take a few hoops away so the students need to share hoops.  
 
Blast Off                    
Skills:      Visual tracking and catching   
Equipment:   Noodles cut the noodles into 2-3 segments. 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:   Throw the noodle in the air and catch it.  As the children throw the noodle, call out an action 
to do before it lands (i.e. jump, touch the ground, turn around). 
 
Mouse Trap                   
Skills:   Running; practicing striking 
Equipment:   Noodles (cut into 2-3 segments), plastic flat cone discs with holes in the middle or use 

        plastic plates you drill a hole in the rim and nylon cord (tie the 3 to 4 foot cord through 
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        the hole of each cone disc) You can print and tape a picture of mice on the discs.   
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:    Using a bread knife, cut the pool noodle into 2-3” segments.   
Two-thirds of the class will hold the cord and drag a disk behind them running in the open space.  The 
other third of the children, are the mouse catchers.  They have a noodle piece, running to try and “catch” 
the mice by striking the “mice.”  Have the children switch roles. 
 

“Home Run”             
Skills:  Striking, running 
Equipment:   tall cones; beach balls 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:   Place cones around an open space. Children set their beach ball on top of a cone. Children 
strike the ball with a flat open hand.  Once the ball lands on the ground, children run after their ball and 
place it on a new cone and strike it again, and again! 
 

Penguin March                  
Skills:              Spatial relationships; rudimentary kicking  
Equipment:   Hula-hoops and small penguin beach balls attached to the hoop with string.   
Penguin balls should hang so the students can kick the ball when they hold the hoop at waist height.  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:   Children stand in a hoop (one each), they pretend they are driving a bumper car and perform 
small kicks to move their car in the open area.  The kicks are the gas.  The children try to “bump” their 
car into other cars.  
 

Ghost Busters             
Skills:        Visual-tracking, hand-eye coordination, striking and counting 
Equipment:      Paper plate striking implement (paper plates with a paint stick taped as a handle) and  
       balloons (white with black eyes).    
Music:       Ghost Busters         
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:  Students should be able to strike a balloon with their hands first.  Now striking with a paper 
plate paddle, students count the number of touches with the balloon before the balloon touches the floor.  
Students can also volley back and forth with a partner. 
 

Scoot & Spell        
Theme: Spelling, Vocabulary        
Equipment: Scooters (not necessary), spelling blocks        
Standard:  
1-3 The student will learn to read by applying appropriate skills and strategies. 
3.4 Recognize high-frequency words encountered in texits. 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Directions:  Place wooden “baby’ Blocks with letters on them, in the middle of the floor, with teams of 2 
or 3 around the outside with a poly spot.  The object of the game is to run in relay style and take letters 
to spell a 4 letter word.  Once this game has been established, add the following variations: 

• 5 or 6 letter words (use classroom vocabulary words) 
• Teams may not only take from the middle, but “steal” from other teams, or give other teams 

extra blocks (which they must get rid of… you may only have the exact number of blocks 
needed for your word. 

Class cooperative activity-everyone in the group must spell our 4 (or 5 or 6) letter words…everyone 
helps each other get under the designated time. 
 
 


